Yesterday's Headlines:

News Reports

- Amid pandemic, fears that older Americans are feeling 'expendable'
- Millions track the pandemic on Johns Hopkins's dashboard. Those who built it say some miss the real story.
- 'More Than Physical Health': Gym Helps 91-Year-Old Battle Isolation
- Lawmakers Call For Investigation Of States' Nursing Home Policies During Pandemic
- Pittsburgh doctor joins federal commission to protect nursing homes from future outbreaks
- COVID-19 can spread without people showing symptoms. How do we prepare for that?
- Colchicine Promising in COVID-19 Treatment?
- Some New Yorkers Had Coronavirus Antibodies in February, Study Shows
- Dems: Nursing home virus effort 'chronicle of deadly delay'
- Flu season may be 'devastating,' officials warn
- Standardize N95 respirators for all inpatient COVID-19 encounters, conclude analysts
- China researchers discover new swine flu with 'pandemic potential'
81 percent of COVID-19 deaths in Canada are nursing home-related — double the average; global rates 'both shocking and avoidable'

HHS 'expects to renew' COVID-19 emergency, spokesman says

Journal Articles

- **Is a "Cytokine Storm" Relevant to COVID-19?**
- **Modeling, state estimation, and optimal control for the US COVID-19 outbreak**
- **Post COVID-19 Water and Wastewater Management to Protect Public Health and Geoenvironment**
- **Male gender and kidney illness associated with an increased risk of severe laboratory-confirmed coronavirus disease**
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Acknowledge the service and sacrifice made by PALTC professionals who have gone above and beyond during the COVID-19 pandemic by tagging them on Twitter and use #WeArePALTC.
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